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“Let us be alert to the season in which we are living. It is the season of the Blessed Hope, calling for us to cut our
ties with the world and build ourselves on this One who will soon appear. He is our hope—a Blessed Hope
enabling us to rise above our times and fix our gaze upon Him.” Tozer
As fascinating as this technology is in our first byte below, the story behind it
concerning IBM is even more interesting.
IBM played a major role in the Holocaust by providing punchcard/reader technology on
the site of the camps to enable identifying prisoners. They also made it possible to round
up the Jews throughout Europe in the first place. An exhaustive read on this is “IBM and
the Holocaust” by Edwin Black. There is an exhibit about this at Yad Vashem in
Jerusalem. IBM has led the way in tracking technology since the ‘20s, and now 100 years
later, it is we who are being tracked. How IBM gets away with all this is mind-boggling,
and yet it is part of the “technology shall increase” reference in Daniel and a huge sign
of the times.....Mare

World's smallest computer: IBM's fraud-fighter is so tiny it's almost invisible
IBM's tiniest computer is smaller than a grain of rock salt. It's also blockchain-ready.
Left: 64 motherboards with two tiny
computers in the top-left corner. Right: The
tiny computer, mounted to a motherboard,
atop a pile of salt. (IBM)
IBM has unveiled a computer so small it can
slip through a salt shaker and could help
prevent the $600bn a year trade in
counterfeit drugs, gadgets, and cash.
The company announced the new
microcomputer on Monday at its Think
conference and predicts it will play a key
role in a blockchain network designed to monitor fraud in global supply chains.
The microscopic computer is one square millimeter in size and will act as a so-called 'crypto-anchor' in
anti-fraud systems.
IBM says the devices cost just 10 cents to manufacture and contain "several hundred thousand

transistors, storage, power, and communications capabilities all packed into a footprint about the size
of a grain of salt".
IBM hasn't revealed specifications for the computer yet, but a spokesperson told ZDNet that each of
the devices is as powerful as an x86 chip from the 1990s.
IBM researchers at the Thomas J Watson Research Center in Yorktown Heights, NY, will detail the
computers in a forthcoming paper. In the meantime, IBM has offered a rough outline of the computer's
schematics.
IBM reckons the dramatic fall in cost and size of the computers will make it possible to integrate them
into products to ensure goods are authentic as they move through the supply chain and on to
consumers.
See also: What is blockchain? Understanding the technology and the revolution (free PDF)
The tiny solar-powered computers IBM designed would be embedded in products and rely on LED
lights to communicate with a network. Businesses could ensure and prove the authenticity of each
product or component with one of IBM's computers in it.
The first of these tiny computers could be available for customers within 18 months, according to IBM,
which sees them playing a role in food safety, pharmaceuticals, manufacturing, genetically modified
goods, expensive wines, and in the luxury goods market.
It builds on its existing crypto-anchor systems based on an optical structure that can be placed on
product labels and used as digital fingerprints.

The Palestinian Peace Plan
by Bassam Tawil

March 13, 2018

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/12032/palestinian-peace-plan
- Opposing a peace initiative because you do not like its content is one thing. Opposing a peace
initiative designed to improve the lives of your people is another thing entirely.
- Palestinian leaders do not care about their own people, so why should they care about peace with
Jews?
- They will never accept another plan, even if it comes from Prophet Muhammad.
It is easy to see why Palestinians would be opposed to the US administration's upcoming plan for
peace in the Middle East. The Palestinians do not like what they are hearing about the plan, which has
not yet been made public.
Opposing a peace initiative because you do not like its content is one thing. Opposing a peace initiative
designed to improve the lives of your people is another thing entirely. The latter defies logic and
reveals the disappointing aspects of human nature.
Palestinian hatred of the US administration and President Donald Trump is so intense that the
Palestinians are prepared to prolong the misery of their people.

Palestinian leaders care nothing for their people's ongoing suffering. Give those leaders jobs, money
and power, and their people be damned.
Once again, the two million Palestinians living in the Gaza Strip have fallen victim to their leaders'
greed, carelessness and idiocy.
Last week, we witnessed another example of how Palestinian leaders are prepared to fight for their
own interests, at the expense of their people, all in order to remain in power and keep the funds flowing
to their secret (and sometimes public) bank accounts.
US Middle East envoy Jason Greenblatt, in an op-ed in The Washington Post, announced that the
White House would soon host a meeting of "key countries and stakeholders to find real solutions to the
problems has caused" in the Gaza Strip.
In other words, the US administration is telling us that it cares about the situation in the Gaza Strip and
wants to work with other parties to improve the living conditions of the Palestinians, who for the past 10
years have been suffering under the corrupt and ruthless regime of Hamas.
The US initiative to help the two million Palestinians of the Gaza Strip should have been welcomed by
Palestinians leaders. The administration of President Donald Trump is doing something that no
Palestinian or Arab leader has done in recent memory: to convene a special meeting on the Gaza Strip
in an effort to solve what many Palestinians are calling the "humanitarian and economic crisis" there.
When was the last time the Palestinian Authority and its president, Mahmoud Abbas, convened such a
meeting to discuss the plight and suffering of their people in the Gaza Strip? Not only does Abbas not
care about his people in the Gaza Strip, he also bears responsibility for the crisis. In the last year,
Abbas and his PA government have been imposing a series of sanctions on the Gaza Strip, further
aggravating the crisis and suffering of the people. These sanctions, which are aimed at undermining
Abbas's Hamas rivals, include halting payment to electricity supplied by Israel to the Gaza Strip, cutting
salaries of thousands of PA civil servants, suspending social assistance to hundreds of families and
forcing thousands of public employees into early retirement.
Abbas is hoping that the crisis in the Gaza Strip will drive Palestinians to revolt against Hamas. Abbas
still can't overcome the humiliation he experienced when Hamas expelled his PA and violently seized
control of the Gaza Strip in 2007. Abbas wants revenge for being humiliated at the hands of Hamas.
He also wants revenge because he believes that Hamas had plotted to assassinate him while he was
still living in the Gaza Strip. A former Hamas official who defected is said to have warned Abbas about
the alleged assassination attempt.
So Abbas wants to fight Hamas to the last Palestinian in the Gaza Strip. Unsurprisingly, Hamas also
appears to be prepared to fight Abbas to the last Palestinian in the Gaza Strip.
Hamas, which for the past 10 years has been holding hostage the two million Palestinians of the Gaza
Strip (although many of them voted for the Islamic terror movement in the January 2006 Palestinian
parliamentary election), is not prepared to make any concessions to Abbas and his PA government to
ease the crisis.
Hamas is not prepared to dismantle its military wing or relinquish security control over the Gaza Strip.
Hamas is not prepared to distance itself from Iran and its Lebanese proxy, Hezbollah.
Hamas is not prepared to renounce terrorism and violence nor is it prepared to recognize Israel's right
to exist. Hamas has one course of action, which it follows with full force and energy: to destroy Israel
and kill as many Jews as possible.

Let's return to the American initiative to seek ways to alleviate the anguish of the Palestinians in the
Gaza Strip. Who were the first to repudiate this humanitarian initiative?" Could it be Israel? Nope.
Israel was and remains the only country that has been seeking solutions to the crisis in the Gaza Strip.
Hint: it was Abbas's PA and Hamas, each of whom rejected it for its own purposes and interests.
While Israel's top Ministry of Defense official, Major-General Yoav Mordechai, has been holding
meetings with United Nations Special Coordinator for Peace in the Middle East, Nikolay Mladenov, to
discuss ways of reducing the suffering of the Palestinians in Gaza Strip, Abbas and his Hamas rivals
continue to launch accusations about each side's responsibility for the suffering. Abbas blames Hamas
for the "humanitarian crisis," while Hamas says it's Abbas and his government that are inflicting the
suffering because of the sanctions they imposed on the Gaza Strip.
Not only are Hamas and Abbas wholly shirking their responsibility to their people, they also are
prepared to foil any attempt by outsiders, in this case the US, to work towards ending the crisis in the
Gaza Strip. Why would any Palestinian or Arab reject an offer by anyone, even if it were the devil
himself, to extend an arm of help to Palestinians in dire need?
The answer, again, is twofold: First, Hamas and Abbas are too busy ripping each other to shreds over
money and power to take notice of their people's misery. Second, the two Palestinian parties actively
desire a continuation of the crisis: it enables them to rake Israel over the coals at various international
forums. The relationship between Abbas and Hamas is bad on an epic scale, but when it comes to
incitement against Israel, they are best buddies.
The Hamas and PA officials are even spelling this argument out in their rejection of the US initiative to
improve the lives of Palestinians in the Gaza Strip. Not only are Hamas and Mahmoud Abbas wholly
shirking their responsibility to their people, they also are prepared to foil any attempt by outsiders, in
this case the US, to work towards ending the crisis in the Gaza Strip. Pictured: Mahmoud Abbas,
President of the Palestinian Authority. (Photo by Drew Angerer/Getty Images)
Dismissing the initiative, Ahmed Majdalani, a top Abbas aide in Ramallah, said: "The US knows very
well that Israel is the main reason behind the Gaza tragedy."
Majdalani deserves an award for being a professional liar. This is the man representing the president
and government that continue to impose severe sanctions on the Gaza Strip and its residents. Yet, it's
more comfortable for Abbas and his cronies to continue blaming Israel and lying to the international
community. Unfortunately, we are facing an international community that is often quick to swallow any
lie or fabrication coming from the Palestinians.
So the PA does not want to resolve the crisis, nor does it want anyone else -- like the Americans -- to
help. The PA doesn't like Trump or his ideas for peace in the Middle East. But what does that have to
do with the "economic and humanitarian crisis? Why should this hatred or dislike prompt the PA to
reject any attempt by Westerners to help its own people?
Consider, for a moment, what Hamas and Islamic Jihad are also saying about the US initiative on the
Gaza Strip. The position of the two terror groups is strikingly similar to that of Abbas and his PA; they
too want to continue using the crisis to rally the world against Israel. In separate statements, the
groups said that Washington's effort to help the Palestinians was designed to "exempt" Israel from its
responsibilities.
These are the same terror groups that have turned the lives of the Palestinians in the Gaza Strip into
hell. These are the groups that have brought war and death and destruction upon the people of the
Gaza Strip by attacking Israel again and again and again. These are the groups that prefer to import

weapons rather than food and medicine into the Gaza Strip. These are the groups that are suppressing
and killing Palestinians in the Gaza Strip whose only crime is to demand reform and democracy and a
better life.
Hamas and Islamic Jihad are no different from Abbas when it comes to their hatred of the US. Their
hatred runs so deep that they would rather die than accept a remedy from the US. Not to mention the
massively useful pawn that suffering Palestinians are in the popular and longstanding game of tarring
and feathering Israel for the Palestinian leadership's own crimes against its people.
All these Palestinian parties share a common goal: to see Israel removed from the face of earth. In
their eyes, the incitement against Israel falls into the general framework of delegitimizing Israel. They
believe that this process serves their goal of eliminating Israel. Meanwhile, babies and other patients in
the Gaza Strip continue to die because of lack of medicine.
More than half of the Gaza population lives under the poverty line. But, for the Machiavellian
Palestinian leadership, the end justifies the means: tens of thousands of Palestinians can and will be
sacrificed on the way to killing Jews and destroying Israel.
Palestinian leaders don't care about their own people so why should they care about peace with Jews?
The only peace plan the Palestinians would ever accept is one that facilitates their mission of
destroying Israel and killing all the Jews living in the region. They will never accept another plan, even
if it comes from Prophet Muhammad.

Erdogan's Vision: Army of Islam to Destroy Israel
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JERUSALEM, Israel – An article in a Turkish daily called for the formation of an "Army of Islam" to
attack and destroy the State of Israel.
The article, written by Yeni Safak and published before the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC)
summit in Istanbul in December, called on OIC's 57 member nations throughout the Muslim world to
join forces against the Israeli "occupiers," who would be vastly outnumbered and unable to defend
itself.
Translated and posted by MEMRI (Middle East Media Research Institute), the article details how
combined ground, air and naval forces could defeat Israel militarily in 10 days and diplomatically in 20
days, thereby liberating "Palestine."
Turkey's Erdogan Compared to Nazis, Gains New Power in Islamic Quest
According to MEMRI's well-documented post, the article's key points came from the website of
Turkey's SADAT International Defense and Consulting Company, which promotes pan-Islamic military
cooperation.
SADAT, founded by Adnan Tanriverdi, senior military advisor to President Recep Tayyip Erdogan,
provides information on "conventional and unconventional defense and warfare." Its mission statement
envisions helping "the Islamic world take its rightful place among the superpowers."
Citing Israeli security sources, MEMRI notes that SADAT provides funding and military equipment to

Hamas in the Gaza Strip with the goal of creating a Palestinian army to fight Israel.
"If the OIC member states unite and form a joint military force, it will be the largest army in the world,"
he states. "These countries' total population is 1,674,526,931. T he number of soldiers in active service
in these countries is at least 5,206,100."
Safak compares Israel's population (just over 8 million) and military forces "as significantly inferior,"
noting that the population of Istanbul, Turkey's capital, is more than 14 million.
"The military capability of the OIC member states is considerable," he writes. "These armies have the
necessary equipment to carry out a military operation on land, sea and air." He continues. "Turkey
alone is superior (to Israel) and "will serve as an important headquarters during the operation due to its
land, air and naval infrastructures." And he says, Turkey is actively pursuing and renewing alliances
with Muslim countries in the Middle East and Africa.
"Those who believe that they are the owners of Jerusalem today will not find a single tree to hide
behind tomorrow," he concludes.

I’m sure we can all agree that when the Mideast blows it’s going to be epic:

Who Are the Jihadists Fighting alongside Turkey in Syria?
by Sirwan Kajjo

March 20, 2018 at 4:00 am

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/12061/turkey-jihadists-syria
- The remaining 17 groups that make up the Syrian portion of Operation Olive Branch are a
combination of Salafist, jihadist and ultra-extremist militants who have been either formed or supported
by Turkey at various stages of Syria's seven-year civil war.
- In its offensive launched on January 20 against Kurdish fighters in northern Syria, Turkey has
deployed more than 25,000 Syrian rebel fighters who have been equipped and trained by Turkish
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan's powerful military.
- The offensive, code-named Operation Olive Branch, aims at dislodging the Kurdish People's
Protection Units (YPG) from the Kurdish enclave of Afrin. On March 18, Turkish military and allied
jihadist rebels took control of Afrin's city center. Turkey views the YPG as an extension of the Kurdistan
Workers' Party (PKK), an insurgent group that has been fighting for greater Kurdish autonomy in
Turkey's southeast. Backed by the United States, the YPG has been instrumental in the U.S.-led war
on terror in Syria since 2014.
Nine days after the start of the operation, the pro-Turkish government website, Suriye Gundemi,
published an infographic showing the Syrian rebel groups involved in the Afrin offensive. The website
says that three divisions are part of the National Army that is under the command of the Syrian interim
government, an anti-Syrian regime body based in Turkey.
This so-called army consists mainly of Islamist militants who were part of the most radical Islamic
factions of the Free Syrian Army (FSA) at some point during the Syrian conflict, and was formed only
two weeks prior to the Afrin operation. Most of these fighters fled to Turkey after they were defeated in
battles across Syria, including in Damascus, Aleppo, Homs, Idlib and Hama. While in Turkey, they
were recruited by Turkish intelligence agencies to be part of forces invading the Kurdish-held Afrin.

The remaining 17 groups that make up the Syrian portion of Operation Olive Branch are a combination
of Salafist, jihadist and ultra-extremist militants who have been either formed or supported by Turkey at
various stages of Syria's seven-year civil war. The following is a rundown of these groups:
Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror Brigade
Named after the notorious Ottoman Sultan Mehmed the Conquerer, who ruled in the 15th century and
violently conquered Constantinople and Southeast Europe, this ethnic T urkmen group was founded in
2012 at the height of the Aleppo battle. It controlled six districts in eastern Aleppo, imposing a set of
sharia (Islamic) laws on local residents. The group commanders were also involved in criminal
activities, such as robbery and human trafficking. The group was later embraced by the Turkish
government, and thus it participated in Operation Euphrates Shield, another T urkish-led offensive in
northern Syria, which ended in March 2017. It has close to 1,000 f ighters.
The Sultan Murad Division
An extremist group established by Turkey in 2013, it receives direct financial, military and logistic
support from Turkish armed forces. Most of its fighters are ethnic Turkmen. Prior to the Afrin offensive,
it was primarily based in the city of Aleppo. The group has been involved in clashes with other rebel
groups over revenue sharing of the Bab al-Salameh border crossing when a rival group decided to
hand over the crossing to the main Syrian opposition body.
The Hamza Division
Founded in April 2016 in Turkey, it was one of the first Turkish-backed Syrian groups that entered the
Syrian town of Jarablus in 2017 alongside the Turkish military. Adopting an extremist anti-Western
Islamic ideology, the group strongly believes in the return of Ottoman rule over the entire Middle East.
The Sham Legion
Originally named the Homs Legion, the group that was established in March 2014, has nearly 4,000
fighters, making it the largest force within the Operation Olive Branch. It is a union of at least 19
Islamist groups affiliated with the Syrian branch of the Muslim Brotherhood. The group joined other
rebel forces in forming the Fateh al-Sham operation center. It has been active in the provinces of
Aleppo, Idlib and Homs. The group is currently led by Yasser Abdulrahim, a rebel leader known for
changing sides based on funding sources.
The Shamiyah Front
The second largest rebel group participating in Operation Olive Branch, the Shamiyah Front is a union
of Islamists and Salafists from Aleppo. Its members are largely remnants of the Nureddine al-Zanki
Brigades and other extremist groups that were active in Aleppo in 2015. Supported by Turkey and
Qatar, this rebel group believes that jihad is the only path for Syria to become an Islamic emirate
governed by sharia law. It has an estimated 3,000 fighters.
The Mountain Falcons (Hawks) Brigade
Named after the Zawiyeh Mountain in the northwestern province of Idlib, the group was active in Idlib's
countryside. It was originally part of the Descendants of the Prophet Brigades. It clashed with the
al-Nusra Front, al-Qaeda's Syrian branch, over revenue and power sharing. Defeated by al-Nusra, its
members were forced to flee to Turkey, before regrouping and joining the Afrin operation.

Jaysh al-Nasr
The group is made up of smaller groups that operated in Idlib, Hama and Latakia.
Al-Mustafa Regiment
Named after the Islamic prophet Mohammed's title, the faction was founded in June 2016 with the
financial and military support of Turkey. It participated in Operation Euphrates Shield.
Islamic Al-Waqqas Brigade
Named after Saad bin Abi Waqqas, a companion of the prophet Mohammed and the 17th person to
embrace Islam, the group was formed in early 2016 by the Turkish government. It has nearly 1,000
well-trained fighters.
Turkmen Muntasir Billah Brigade
Named after al-Muntasir bi'llah, the Abbasid caliph who ruled in the 9th century, this Syrian rebel group
has embraced a radical Islamic ideology since its inception in February 2014. Based in Aleppo and
Raqqa, it has engaged in several battles with Syrian regime troops. The group welcomed the arrival of
ISIS in Raqqa and did not attempt to challenge its rule. After Aleppo was retaken by the Syrian military,
most of the group's fighters fled to Turkey, where they went through an organizational restructuring.
They played a central role in launching Operation Euphrates Shield.
The Suleyman Shah Brigade
Named after Suleyman Shah, the father of Omsan I, founder of the Ottoman Empire, this group was
formed in Turkey in April 2016 to participate in Operation Euphrates Shield. Its f ighters are largely
ethnic Turkmen, with a significant percentage of Sunni Arabs. It is currently led by Mohammed
al-Jassim, also known as Abu al-'Amsha.
Samarkand Brigade
Named after the Uzbek city of Samarkand, this is another Turkmen group that was formed by Turkey in
April 2016. In its inaugural statement, it said that its main objective was to fight the Kurdish YPG. The
group is led by Wael Musa.
The Elite Army, Jaish al-Shamal, Usood al-Fateheen Brigade, Ahrar al-Sharqiya Unit and Al-Awwal
al-Magawir Brigade
These smaller groups that were formed in Syria and Turkey. Each group reportedly has 200-300
fighters who are commanded by the Turkish military and larger rebel groups.

